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Abstract 
             Educating gifted children, investigate their abilities and define their skills are developing in all civilized countries on 
today’s day. There are increasing philosophical, psychological, pedagogical information about  such  children and scientifically 
relating to capability researches   for todays. It was laid a great responsibility on parents to participate in forming children 
personality participate to pedagogical  proses as subject matter.  It is determined by talking law instructions that to bring up 
perfect child  it is necessary to have a good collaboration between family and school  is one of the requirements for today. For 
that reason  the main question in front of family and school collaboration in order to bring up perfect child  is to work education 
process together,  to develop intellectual level of children, to form   and to bring up high civilized  and with national deep  
thought personality. 
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Introduction 
It was written  about development of gifted children in the country on the ‘Kazakhstan Republic Education 
Law’ article 3, point 6,  “Develop personal educating and gift ability”, Specialized  education is studied  by special 
study program  in a specialized educational organizations” article 1, point 61. The State main riches  is considered to 
be development of gifted personality, therefor it is actual  question for todays to bring up gifted child, to give right  
direction to his natural talent, to define individual ability, to lead to exploration, and industrialize to large knowable 
sphere.  [1,4].  It is known, that the problems of gifted children and peculiarities of psychology of gifted child have 
been reviewed by the following scientists  such as  Sokrat, Platon, Democrit, Aristotel, Plutarh, Al-Faraby, D.Hebb, 
I.Kant,  H.Uarte and e.t.c. [2, 57]. 
Some philosophical, pedagogical, psychological methods are arranged. Our national leaders like 
Y.Altynsarin, A.Kunanbayev, Sh.Ualihanov, Sh.Ku.Baitursynov, M.Dulatov.M.Zhumabayev, Zh.Aymauytov and 
e.t.c.  have reported  about child skill and family influence in the  their works. [3,59]. 
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It is productive to work perfect with gifted children  in the following directions:  managing aspect to organize work 
unit with gifted children (U.B.Zheksenbayeva, G.H.Buhanova and.e.t.c) to increase  child’s skill by teaching math  
(Zh.O. Umbetova and e.t.c)child development condition in a primary class (S.V.Kuznetsova, I.A.Bevz, 
N.N.Telepneva. e.t.c)  these researches are conducted. [4,83]. 
           Tendency to educate and regulate brining up process, to educate gifted child is  made specialized schools and  
primary school classes collaboration with family. Therefore  it is actual question in front of our society in the state 
collaboration family and school,  is required special  investigation work in bringing up.  
  
Discussion 
      Today's day in science  It is not possible to look a doubt  on our investigated information, because it depends on 
mutual factors that cognitive and practical work process’s results. increased by talent; cognitive and practical carcass 
contacted with the conclusion of tendencies. And exactly, natural requirement, social individual quality  of child. It 
is especially  dependable development of talent   when a special purpose on high degree  of  teacher influences, it 
comes true. In Russian scientists works  are executed  ability, talent, creative, concepts analyzes, psychological 
features  and  inherent character acts it has term formation in this sphere but scientists doesn’t come into one  state 
conclusion in spite of having a lot of concepts, models, gift theories. However, general bases of structure, its law 
development conformities marked: 
       1. Talent develops by the life tendency, age features play great role;( D,B,Bogoyvlenskaya, L.A.Venger, 
О.М.Diychenko, N.S.Leitas, А.Ponomarev, V.S. Yirkevish e.t.c.)  
       2. Talent develops (genetic-determinate-physiology features) human function has depend on the personal 
achieving activity on  bases of social sphere.  (B.G.Ananev, А.V.Brushlinsky, А.N.Моntev, S.L.Rubinstein, 
B.M.Teplov, B.D.Schadrikov, e.t.c)   
        3. Talent – is personality general influenced ability character level, intellect, work, pushing intentions of  
children, feature, studying the  possible social studies, have executed at any profitable activity.(N.S.Leites, 
V.N.Druzhinin, A.I.Matuskin, e.t.c) 
        4. The creative work and intellectual direction have mixed to the concept gift.  
The researches according to these have applied to all age children or people. (А.M. Matushkina, D.Zh.Gilford, 
Dzh.Renzully. A.I.Savenkov, e.t.c).    
          5. Gift has been found out in different level by social functions.  Therefor, each investigating structure of them 
is compound. (intellectual and creative gift in them), (U.Z.Gilbuh, B.A.Krutetsky, N.S.Leites, A.M.Matushkin, 
A.V.A.B.Petrovskaya, M.A.Holodnayia, e.t.c) [5,83]. 
          All scientists have carried out planed thoughts on the way developing gifted children.  Their social and special 
family conditions (family, school, relationship. e.t.c) are preferred to be instrument of developing talent. So, we  are 
able say standard contextual approach (in that a number and from modern approach) has came after analyzing 
general conclusion in investigating talent e and maintenance  of material. But, there has been contradictory ideas, for 
example: "There is no an important theoretical structure and suitable basic phenomena about  talent to these days". 
As we mentioned above, it is gathered  a lot of theoretical and practical materials about “Gifted”, “gifted children”   
in foreign countries. F.Barron, H.Garner, J.Gilfford, H.Passov, K.Perlet, J.Piaje, J.Renzully, I.Spirmen, P.Sternberg, 
P.Torrens, J.Feldhusen, K.Keller. e.t.c. are devoted their works to this problem. Their model of gift   and fifferent 
types are proved their multifactor concept phenomenon. [6,98]. 
 
Figures and the results   
We came into conclusion after investigating these theories to the following definitions: “Gifted means  to 
be one level higher from surroundings, who has quick progress on everything in comparision the others, who has 
born skilfull quality ability, who has  effective result in the formation of personality  ”. If we don’t pay attention to 
its family, relationship with people, social-cultural relationship its not possible to develop gifted person. Defining 
concept “Gifted” we decide to give definition: Gifted child is  a smart and creative able child compearing  his 
classmates, he manages to show his high qualitive ability  in doing any task. 
As experiment results show, scientist Gane determined the main abilities which allow to solve  different 
tasks. To study  math deeply has shown  intellect that he is a very intelligent child, it would be the first  
advertisement of  his great desire for parents and teacher. One of the main features of gifted child is his good 
memorizing ability. To study well depends on good memorizing ability. Medouz explained (2002) that “to 
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memorize practically is extremely necessary to recognize whole humanity”. If a child has a deep knowledge he is 
able to link background with a new learned study. If ability bad memorizing be man’s disability, is it possible main 
talented character be ability of good memorizing?  There has been  a lot of types of memorizing and each of  them 
has different functions.  
 It has been  several stages of developing memorizing from nursery to adult age. 
1.  perfection of memorize as a size basic character;                                                                                                       
2. To  make achievement in planning to help to make group, to repeat, to memorize  and apply it in practice;                       
3.  To exchange opinions towards conceptions about children’s memorizing ability functions by using a significant 
links.                                                                                                                            
4.  To give deep knowledge about surrounding nature gives to children to memorize for a long time and make 
           Picture1. Model of talent and gift by Ganen ( Edinburg city  2001) 
        To our mind, as a teaching for gifted children is considered on of the main problems in our country in the 
studying process, if “activities relating to brining up of gifted children  ” has done systematic in the complex 
contently the study at the  secondary schools would have been productive study.  The main aim of the schools is to 
promote social condition of the pupils, it is nit significant to clarify these terms meanings. On the contrary, it is 
useful to characterize hidden talented children for these schools. In spite of naming child’s talent or ability, basically 
it needed  to evaluate or characterize  him rightly republic secondary education beret school talented children me 
idea ша, teaches me brings up. 
       This is a Ganen’s offered method (2004), he made model of gifted and talented human activity, it has been 
revolved gift as it  turned out talent or natural ability by different changes and influences of man-made actions.  
        Picture 2.  Model of turning out   gift 
These natural abilities have been seen the main possibility of doing any activity- it is easy to maintain by 
the help of gifted child. Naturally  capable person is able to do any needed activity. Otherwise, gifted person  has 
carried out training bring up and study development it turns out to the natural ability only by developing one sphere. 
It turned out a skilled habit for lawyers, computer programmer, but it depends person’s surrounded society 
influence. [7,94] Aforesaid  mentioned basic questions: 
picture of it.                                                      
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- like deep natural resources undeveloped gift  is remained unsuccessful thing; 
- it is necessary to be developed in a high level for gifted person. 
The process of becoming gifted person quality possess on defining about  “brining up culture” program, 
influence of surrounded society, unstable thoughts, gen addiction or peculiarities, relationship to education. It is 
important to have hidden, persistent, bright, interactive, attentive characters. After searching research work we come 
to conclusion, analyzing types of gift, we decided to use the following methods in determining gift types. 
          Although, it has been known from the first reasearh  “gifted” phenomenon had  used“bio” against “socio” 
directions. It had been revealed on the work of F.Galton, G.Ayzenk the most revolting power is only genetically 
symbols. The second direction supported scientists  investigated as a  main factor environment. Nowadays, 
A.T.Asmolov founded way is proving vital than that. 
 
Results  
Accpting Vigotsky theory this direction “talented” means  to study yourself, discover, to be able to remove 
to a new condition, to solve aimed  problem, in a word to investigate “intellectual talented”. We have decided to 
choose  as main  direction  in working with gifted children too. To investigate deeply scientifically literatures are 
assisted to define thinking ability of talented children. They are: 
- to know reason relations; 
- to be able to make conclusion; 
- to be able to analyze information, compare, pile up, speaking in general, summarize    
- to be able to predict; 
- to be able to conclude; 
- to have thinking ability; 
- to have  a speed self-thinking ability. 
         Final part has been maintained by  using received new knowledge from theoretical taken knowledge  into 
practice from “Logic” subject.  Each wishes  conducting at each stage ends, special primary school pupils thinking 
logic ability, maintain systematically has been shown productive result conditions of this direction.  
          Result work of experience-experiment, which is devoted to the primary school pupils logical thinking 
operations has shown in the following table 2.  
 
 
Table 2. Experience-experiment work’s result 
Logical thinking 
operations maintenance 
level 
Stages 
Pre- experiment After-experiment 
Experimental Control group Experimental group Control group 
 
Table 1. Methods of determining gift types 
Types of talent Symptoms Method of learning study 
Creative talent Creative, thinking speed, their 
preparation, dream. 
Questionaries’ of creative thinking  
Academy talent  Achievement of study Standard achievement questioner 
Thinking thought talent Thinking operations, smart thinking 
types and  quality, attention of 
conception processes, memorizing, 
development of dream. 
 Smart-thinking questioner thinking: 
verbal and non-verbal  
Art talent Creativity work and Art To analyze action and creative work 
 
Psych-motor talent 
 
Speed, accuracy, capability, sigh 
cordintaion, temp, rhythm, action 
coordination, speed of reaction 
Perceptive- standard questionary to 
develop movements 
 
 
Social talent 
 
Administrative, communicative, 
management skill  
Administrative skill, scale of social 
news, determining social 
achievement leading scale  
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group 
High 6,0 5,7 29,0 7,5 
Middle 28,5 28,0 38,7 25,2 
Low 54,5 65,3 14,2 48,5 
          
           Experience- experiment’s work result has been assisted to motivate pupils personality, to maintenance of  
logical thinking operation levels, to be able to analyze, to be able to compare, to be able to summarize skills, 
developing logical thinking level. Nowadays, in a primary school classes subject “Logic” has conducted through all 
classes  by varietal  hours,  helped for pupils to understand judicious deep studying material, great influenced to 
investigation. 
To coming up into conclusion we are able to say it is obligation in front of the teacher to define each pupils 
ability and develop him on necessary way. The main requirement for today is to develop any child sucking creative 
direction and bring up adjusted person. 
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